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Possibility 1: High word perplexity with low POS perplexity
Possibility 2: Word perplexity goes together with POS perplexity
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Possibility 1: abstract syntactic knowledge Possibility 2: slot-filler formulae

Children map concrete 
words to their abstract 
syntactic knowledge at 
onset of combinatory 
speech

Children primarily imitate 
adult input at onset of 
combinatory speech and 
only later acquire 
syntactic knowledge

Previous research about children’s early multi-word utterances

• Abstract syntactic knowledge —>  word combinations1, 2 
• Word combinations —> abstract syntactic knowledge3, 4 
• Look at children too old to provide evidence of early language acquisition 
• Unable to tease apart syntactic knowledge from lexical development

Data Analyses
Both the aggregated data of all children and individual 

children’s data were analyzed.
• Word-based Language Model:
•   POS (part-of-speech)—based Language Model
     Retrieve POS tags of training/testing utterances

• Control testing on:
   Randomized word/POS sequences
   Adult word/POS sequences

Statistical Language Model(LM) 
A probability distribution over word/pos sequences 

  

E.g. blue/adj car/n broken/part down/adv. (Ethan at 15 months) 
P(‘blue car broken down’) = P(‘broken|blue car) * P(down|car broken) * ….    
P(‘adj n part adv’) = P(part|adj n) * P(adv|n part) * … 

Training: adult lexical/
syntactic knowledge

Testing: children’s 
lexical/syntactic 
knowledge

POS tagging in CHILDES
MOR: automatic POS tagging
Accuracy: Adult language - 98%
               Child language - 97%

Word combinations vs. POS combinations

children have adult-like POS 
sequences even at a very early 
age when their word sequences 
are still not adult-like

Word combinations POS combinations

Children’s early word combinations have more 
similar perplexity with Randomized words than 
adult word combinations. Perplexity of word 
sequences keeps decreasing and reaches adult 
level at round 26 months.

Children’s early POS combinations are adult-
like from 16 months on. 

Aggregated data averaged across all children

Individual children’s data

Two Examples

Training: mother’s utterances (N = 1,272,139) from 
all Eng-NA corpora in CHILDES5 
Testing: 7 children’s multi-word utterances from 
longitudinal corpora6, 7, 8, 9 in CHILDES

Cameron Ethan

# of children following the 
overall pattern:
7/7 children - POS 
4/7 children - word

Where do children’s early multi-word utterances come from?

•High word perplexity with low POS perplexity - Abstract syntactic knowledge
•Word combinations: not adult-like at the beginning; gradually reaches adult 
level at around 26 months.

•POS combinations: constantly adult-like since 16 months.
•Children have adult-like syntactic knowledge even at a very early age when 
their word sequences are still not adult-like. 

Limitations and future directions

•Accuracy of POS tags: need a more accurate tagger
•Sample size: increase sample size
•Age range: investigate data with wider age range
•Language: Replicate in different languages.

Take-home message

Children map concrete words to their abstract 
syntactic knowledge at onset of combinatory 
speech


